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I. IntroductionI. Introduction

 A. Absolute Value is Value of Original Creation

1. Mind: Intellect, Emotion, Will, Love

2. Body: Truth, Beauty, Goodness, Sex

3. Real world: Science, Arts, Religion, 

“Absolute Sex”

4. Absolute Value is absolute, unique, 

unchanging and eternal

5. Value centered on True Love (9/5/99)



 B. Relative Value is value after the Fall

1. Value centered on false love

2. Value centered on Free Sex

3. Value centered on recognition of self

4. Value according to relative standard



 C. The Truth that the Second 
Advent finds is Absolute Value

1. Those who know the Truth: God and Satan

2. Must find the Truth without help from God or 

Satan

3. Path of Restoration is the path for the 

Messiah to find the Truth (DP)

4. Path of Principle is the path Fallen humans 

walk to follow the Truth (DP)



 D. Absolute Value and ICUS (form 1972)

1. True Parents go to America (12/18/71)

2. Founding of ICUS (1972)

3. Theme of ICUS: Search for Absolute Value

4. Silence until proclamation of Absolute 

Value (5/21/04)



 E. Absolute Value is proclaimed according to 
the progression of the Providence

1. Proclamation of Absolute Sex (1996)

2. Proclamation of the 4 core attribute of TL (1999)

3. Proclamation of Recognition of Self and 

Recognition of Others (2002)

4. Proclamation of Absolute Value (2004)

5. Proclamation of God of Night and God of Day (2010) 



 B. AV is value of the Age After Heaven

1. Day of Victory when Two Numbers Add Up to Ten (5/5/04)

2. Rally for the Harmony and Unification between Southeast 

and Southwest (5/13/04)

3. Rally for the Proclamation of Absolute Value for Harmony 

and Unification (5/21/04)

4. World of True Love, harmony and unification is the true 

family’s view of Absolute Value.

II. Second Advent’s Mission and the Proclamation II. Second Advent’s Mission and the Proclamation 
of Absolute Valueof Absolute Value



B. Application of Absolute Value

1. Absolute Value is the core value of UC

2. Universal value that includes the holy( 聖 ) and

     the secular( 俗 )

3. Universal value of those who are religious and 

those who are not

4. Universal value of people of five colors



III. Process of Proclamation of Absolute III. Process of Proclamation of Absolute 
ValueValue

 A. Age of HSA-UWC (5/1/54~4/30/94)

1. Meaning of the Age of Association

    a.  Age of religion that emphasizes individual 

salvation

    b.  Age of My Pledge 

    c.  Age of Exposition of the Divine Principle  

    d.  Age of Relative Value



2. Theme of True Father’s Words

   a.  Scripture of UC is EDP

   b.  EDP was written with Christians as the 

    audience

   c.  Explains the DP using Bible quotations

   d.  Explains the need for Absolute Value but 

        is unable to proclaim it



 B. Proclamation of the Age of FFWPU (4/30/94~4/10/97)

1. Meaning of the Age of Family Federation 

   a. Age of New Creation

   b. Age of Family Federation that 

      emphasizes family salvation

   c. Age of Family Pledge

   d. Age of doing Hoon Dok of the Word



2. New Truth proclaimed in the Age of Family Federation

   a. “View of the Principle of the History of Salvation” 
  (7/31/96)

   b. “In Search of the Origin” (8/1/96)

   c. “True Family and True Universe Centered on True 

  Love” (5/3/97)

   d. Three core speeches in the Completed Testament Age

   e. The Age of Realm of the 4th Adam and the enactment 

  of Hoon Dok Hwe (1997)



3. Theme of True Father’s Words

   a. View of the Principle of the History of 

   Salvation (7/31/96)

    1) Creation: God’s ideal family

    2) Fall: Collapse of God’s ideal family

    3) Restoration: Restoration of God’s ideal 

         family



b. In Search of the Origin (8/1/96)

1)The origin of the universe is the twin system
2)God’s purpose of creation is for two to become one

3)God’s purpose of creation is “Absolute Sex”

4)“Absolute Sex” and owner of sexual organ
5)Purpose of founding FFWPU and the sexual organ



c. True Family and True Universe Centered on 

    True Love (5/3/97)

   1) The 1st Adam, 2nd Adam, 3rd Adam

   2) Three great subject thought: True Parent, 

        True Teacher, True King

   3) Filial child, patriot, holy saint, holy sons 

        and daughters centering on TL

   4) Model of the three great subjects thoughts: 

        God and TP



 C. Background of the Proclamation of AV

1. Proclamation of CIG (10/29/01)

   a. Enthronement Ceremony of God’s Kingship 
       (1/13/01)

   b. Rally for the Settlement of God’s 

       Fatherland (7/3~13/01)

   c. Proclamation of CIG (10/29/01~11/5/01)

   d. Proclamation of “True I” and “True we” (10/29/01)



2. Proclamation of the Day of Victory when Two 

Numbers Add Up to Ten (5/5/04)

   a. On the 4th year of the 1st 4-year course of CIG 

   b. Dedication of Cheon Seon Gyeong (4/18/04)

   c. Addition of “family” to Family Pledge 2 and  

      “complete freedom” to Family Pledge 8 (4/18/04)

   d. Proclamation of An Shi Il (4/19/04) 



3. Meaning of the Proclamation of the Day of Victory when 

two Numbers Add Up to Ten (5/5/04) 

a. Great turning point from the Age before Heaven to the 

Age after Heaven

b. First kyong-bae-shik of the Age after Heaven

c. All beings of Heaven and Earth are God’s children 

d. Rally for the Harmony and Unification between southeast 

and Southwest and conscience (5/13/04)

e. Rally for the Proclamation of AV (5/21/04)



4. Theme of True Father’s Words

  a. Attributes of sexual organ and of TL (1996 & 1999)

  b. Attributes of visible sexual organ and 

      attributes of invisible God

  c. Owner of sexual organ and True Love

  d. Recognition for Self and Recognition for Others    
       (3/3/02)

  e. Archangel Lucifer’s Recognition for Self and 

      the Fall (3/13/03; 3/23)

  



IV. Proclamation of Absolute Value (5/21/04)

 A. Meaning of Absolute Value

1. AV is the value of harmony and unification

a. All beings in the universe follow the twin system

b. Purpose of twin system is harmony and unification

c. Harmony and unification can be achieved through 

practice of True Love

d. Achieving perfection of TL is the AV system. 

e. Harmony and unification through TL is AV.

   



2. What is Absolute Value

   a. Value that says, “Let’s become owners of 

   love by perfecting love”

   b. Love cannot be perfected alone.

   c. To perfect love, object partner is absolutely 

   needed.

   d. My perfection of love is through the object 

    partner’s perfection of love.

   e. God’s purpose of creation is the perfection of TP



3. God and True Parents centered on AV

   a. The purpose of God’s creation is the 

   perfection of True parents.

   b. True Parents’ mission is to perfect God.

   c. The self can be perfected through the 

   perfection of the partner.



4. Absolute Value and the purpose of creation 
    (11/11/96)

   a. Adam and Eve grow from bottom to top

   b. God grows from top to bottom

   c. They meet each other at perfection level 

   of perfection stage.

   d. God of Night + God of Day = God of Night 
   and Day
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5. Absolute Value and perfection of family

   a. Smallest unit of realization of Absolute Value 

  is the family

   b. Perfection of love between parent and child 

  and prerequisite

   c. Perfection of love between husband and wife 

  and prerequisite

   d. Perfection of love between older and 

  younger sibling and prerequisite
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6. Absolute Value and owner of sexual organ

   a. The owner of love is switched.

   b. The partner perfects my love.

   c. I perfect the partner’s love.

   d. The path that true subject and true 

   object should take (6/6/76)



7. Absolute Value and order of creation

   a. Design of creation: Eve was created first

   b. Order of creation: Adam was created 

   before Eve

   c. Man and woman: Must exist for sake of 

   the other. 

   d. Absolute Value: One who lives for the 

   sake of the other is the subject of love



 B. Recognition for Absolute Value

1. Absolute Value is no-self recognition

   a. Does not insist on the concept of self.

   b. Self-denial is the result of Absolute 

   Obedience.

   c. Absolute Obedience is endless investment.



2. Absolute Value is Recognition for Others

   a. Recognition centered on the other

   b. Prerequisite in family, at school and at work

   c. Recognition for Others requires knowing what 

  the other person wants.

   d. Three types of human beings: Spiritual, 

   intellectual, physical 

   e. Recognition for Others must be ahead in terms 

  of quantity, quality and speed. 



3. Absolute Value is Recognition for Public

   a. Recognition centered on greater purpose

   b. The origin of the Fallen world is Archangel’s 

  Recognition for Self

   c. Conceptual difference: Food chain (TL) and 

  survival of the fittest (force)

   d. Pure identity, purity, pure lineage, pure love, pure 

  fidelity, pure loyalty, pure saint, pure holy sons and 

  daughters (8/15/03)



4. Absolute Value is absolute recognition

   a. Recognition that God had at the time of 
   creation

   b. God’s absolute recognition is Creativity

   c. God’s AO and creation of human being

   d. God is the being of origin of the AV system.



 C. Providential significance of the 

Proclamation of Absolute Value

1. The Age of Relative Value is passing.

   a. The origin of relative value is the Archangel.

   b. Differences between divine principle and 

   doctrine, covenant and promise

   c. AV is principle (unification) and technique (variety)

   d. Variety in unification is accepted.



2. Absolute Value is universal value for the 

harmony and unification of humanity

   a. World of harmony and unification centered 

   on TL is the AV system of true family.

   b. The most universal value of humanity

   c. The most popular value of humanity

   d. The most objective value of humanity



3. As the Age of Absolute Value comes

   a. Age in which moderately evil people lived well passes.

   b. Goodness prospers through harmony and unification,  

  

   c. Evil perishes through conflict and separation.

   d. Harmony and unification by force leads straight to 

       Hell and

   e. Harmony and unification centered on TL leads 

       straight to Heaven.

   



4. Root of the Proclamation of Absolute Value

   a. Clearly understand the owner of sexual organ

   b. Use of sexual organ centered on 

   “Absolute Sex”

   c. Protector of “Absolute Sex”: Correctly judge, 

       decide, act

   d. Root of awareness of things is sexual organ



V. ConclusionV. Conclusion

1. ICUS and the proclamation of AV (1972-2004)

2. Root of AV is the sexual organ

3. Realization of AV starts in the family

4. AV is humanity’s most universal value 

A. Proclamation of Absolute Value 
and TP’s patience



 B. Artistic realization of Absolute Value

1. Life is art: Principle + Technique

2. Principle of life should be based on 

the standard of AV

3. Various ways to achieve AV

4. Artistic world centered on AV



THE ENDTHE END


